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Interactable objects 

Definition of “Interactable Objects” 

 Objects that will be placed in the level that will have different behaviors from normal terrains 

 

Design purpose of “Interactable Objects” 

 Interactable objects provide the basice elements to create puzzles for each level  

 Interactable objects utilizes the functions of each formation, giving the players a strong motivation to 

change shapes 

 Interaction between the objects and minions will provide interesting visual feedback 

 

List of “Interactable Objects” 

 HAZARD WALLS: kills the minions on collision 

 HAZARD FLOORS (FIXED POSITION): kills the minions on collision 

 HAZARD FLOORS (TOGGLES POSITION): kills the minions on collision, toggles active / inactive positions 

 PLATFORMS THAT TOGGLE HORIZONTAL POSITION: toggles left and right positions 

 PLATFORMS THAT TOGGLE VERTICAL POSITION: toggles up and down positions 

 BREAKABLE WALLS: walls that can be broke by collision 

 BREAKABLE FLOORS: floors that can be broke by collision 

 TOGGLING SWITCHES: toggles the status of other objects  

 PROJECTILES: activates switches 

 PROJECTILE SOURCE: continuously produces projectiles 

 COLLECTIBLE INK DROPS: provides ink  to proceed the level or to be used in the bonus challenge level 
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Detailed description of “Interactable Objects”  

Hazard walls (fixed position) 

 Basic functions 
 Kills minions on collision 

 Applies to all formations and plays the “forced deformation / death” animation when it kills 

 Decreases the life by 1 and checks the checkpoint resurrection counter 

 Collision Rules 
 Colliding with the pointy side any side will kill the minions 

 Colliding with the  flat side will stop the movement: add a small wall on each side to achieve this 

in order to reduce programming 

 
 Colliding with pointy part while shifting phases will kill the minions 

 Movement / toggling 
 Does not move  

 Does not toggle (static) 

 Shape 
 The width and height should be equal to the size of a single minion 

 
 The top and bottom should be continuous so that they can be used as tiles  

Comment [SP1]: Due to the different shapes the 
walls could have, we should get rid of this feature 
and just kill the minions on collision (09/23) 
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Hazard floor (toggles position) 

 Basic functions 
 Kills minions  

 Applies to all formations and plays the “forced deformation / death” animation when it kills  

 Decreases the life by 1 and checks the checkpoint resurrection counter 

 Collision Rules 
 Colliding with the pointy sideany side will kill the minions 

 Colliding with the  flat side will stop the movement: add a small wall on each side to achieve this 

in order to reduce programming 

 
 Colliding with pointy part while shifting phases will kill the minions 

 Movement / toggling 
 Does not move  

 When triggered by a switch, it will toggle status between hazard / flat terrain 

 
 When toggling status, it will us an animation of the hazard terrain moving into / out of the 

ground 

 Shape 
 The width and height should be equal to the size of a single minion 

Comment [SP2]: Due to the different shapes the 
walls could have(water, spikes and on), we should 
get rid of this feature and just kill the minions on 
collision (09/23) 
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 Depending on the final form the animation has to be adjusted (things like a small bounce or 

acceleration / deceleration towards the end of movement) 

 The left and right should be continuous so that they can be used as tiles 
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Hazard floor (fixed position) 

 Basic functions 
 Kills minions on collision 

 Applies to all formations and plays the “forced deformation / death” animation when it kills  

 Decreases the life by 1 and checks the checkpoint resurrection counter 

 Collision Rules 
 Colliding with the pointy any side will kill the minions 

 Colliding with the  flat side will stop the movement: add a small wall on each side to achieve this 

in order to reduce programming 

 
 

 Movement / toggling 
 Does not move  

 Something less artificial 

 Does not toggles status (static) 

 Shape 
 Should be something that is less artificial that the toggle position floors (example: water) 

 The width and height should be equal to the size of a single minion 

 Need  to be in a little higher resolution, in order to be stretched 

 
 The left and right should be continuous so that they can be used as tiles 

 

  

Comment [SP3]: Due to the different shapes the 
walls could have, we should get rid of this feature 
and just kill the minions on collision (09/23) 

Comment [SP4]: Size doesn’t matter that much 
since it can be stretched. 
Might need two different shapes to use for different 
places (09/25) 
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Platform that toggles horizontal position 

 Basic functions 
 Toggles positions to block / grant access to different platforms 

 Collision Rules 
 The platform must collide with any form of minion 

 The platform should ignore collisions with other objects 

 Movement / toggling 
 Toggles between two positions (left and right)  

 
 While toggling it will not interact with the minions: the minion’s movement must be paused 

while playing the toggle animation so that they can’t interact 

 Shape 
 The width should be longer than the height 

 It should be designed as object not as the terrain: it must look like it is an artificial device that 

was created by the villagers (imaginary) who lives in the game world 

  

Comment [SP5]: Can be done by placing them 
away from the switch in terms of level design <<< 
But might be a problem with the circle since it can 
move fast (10/15) 

Comment [SP6]: This is not true anymore. 
It should fit in a square to be reused.  
If needed we might need custom platforms to fit 
the environment. << Please ask C1 if you want to 
replace the platform with custom shapes (10/09) 
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Platform that toggles vertical position 

 Basic functions 
 Toggles positions to block / grant access to different platforms 

 Collision Rules 
 The platform must collide with any form of minion 

 The platform should ignore collisions with other objects 

 Movement / toggling 
 Toggles between two positions (up and down) 

 
 While toggling it will not interact with the minions: the minion’s movement must be paused 

while playing the toggle animation so that they can’t interact 

 Shape 
 The height should be longer than the width 

 It should be designed as object not as the terrain: it must look like it is an artificial device that 

was created by the villagers (imaginary) who lives in the game world 

 
  

Comment [SP7]: Can be done by placing them 
away from the switch in terms of level design <<< 
But might be a problem with the circle since it can 
move fast (10/15) 

Comment [SP8]: This is not true anymore. 
It should fit in a square to be reused.  
If needed we might need custom platforms to fit 
the environment. << Please ask C1 if you want to 
replace the platform with custom shapes (10/09) 

Comment [SP9]: Could have organic shapes as 
long as it is distinguishable from the terrain (10/09) 
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Breakable walls 

 Basic functions 
 Block access to different platforms 

 Can be broke by collision: only by the circle formation 

 Needs a break threshold: represented by the velocity 

 When broken, it plays the destruction animation and the broken parts disappear 

 
 Movement / toggling 

 Does not move 

 Toggles collision once: collision on  collision off  

 Collision Rules 
 The platform must collide with any form of minion 

 The platform should ignore collisions with other objects 

 If the minions collide with a speed that is over the break threshhold it will break and will lose 

collision: no need to check if the minion’s formation (threshold speed can be only reached by the 

circle formation) 

  Shape 
 The height should be longer than the width 

 Must have indicators, such as cracks, to make it clear that the object is breakable 
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Breakable floors 

 Basic functions 
 Block access to different platforms 

 Can be broke by collision: only by the circle formation 

 Needs a break threshold: represented by the velocity 

 When broken, it plays the destruction animationi and the broken parts disappear 

 
 Movement / toggling 

 Does not move 

 Toggles collision once: collision on  collision off  

 Collision Rules 
 The platform must collide with any form of minion 

 The platform should ignore collisions with other objects 

 If the minions collide with a speed that is over the break threshhold it will break and will lose 

collision 

 Needs to check formation since the falling equation is equal for all formations 

  Shape 
 The width should be longer than the height 

 Must have indicators, such as cracks, to make it clear that the object is breakable 
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Toggling switches 

 Basic functions 
 Toggles status of certain objects 

 
 Objects controlled by switches 

- Hazard floors (toggles position): toggles active / inactive status (positions) 

- Platforms that toggle horizontal position: toggles left and right positions 

- Platforms that toggle vertical position: toggles up and down positions 

- Projectile source: toggles on / off status 

 Plays activation / deactivation animation 

 Movement / toggling 
 Does not move 

 Toggles between activated / deactivated two different status 

 Collision Rules 
 Does not affect the movement of the minions 

 Detects collision with projectiles 

 Detects collision with minions  toggles status, controls other object’s toggle status 

 When a projectile / minions enter the collider box it toggles the status of the switch 

 In order to activate the switch, the leader minion has to stand within the collider box of the 

switch and the player has to tap the switch 

 The switch cannot be activated in a tower/ bridge / triangle formation 

 The switch can be activated in a circle /tower / normal formation 

 Shape 
 Must be wider than a single minion but narrower than the circle formation’s diameter 

Comment [SP10]: The white line that shows the 
connection should not be visible 
Must be able to assign different objects to each 
switch (09/27) 

Comment [SP11]: It toggles the activated / 
deactivated status of the controlled objects. 
But there is no “activated / deactivated” status for 
the switch. Consider it having status A and B 
instead (10/09) 

Comment [SP12]: An UI will pop up above the 
switch, and the player has to tap the UI button 
(10/15) 

Comment [SP13]: Made the tower able to 
interact with the switch >>> made it consistent so 
that any moving formation can react with the 
switch (10/15) 

Comment [SP14]: This has been changed due 
to the confusion of interacting with switches 
Also to decrease the difficulty of changing the 
switch’s status (10/10) 

Comment [SP15]: Must indicate different 
status. 
Since the switch toggles the status it shouldn’t 
indicate the active / inactive state of controlled 
objects.  
It should change graphics based on the status of 
the switch. (10/09) 
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 Must look artificial 

 When a projectile / minions enter the collider box it starts the activation / deactivation 

animation 

 When a projectile / minions leave the collider box it finishes the activation deactivation 

animation 

  

Narrower 

Shorter 
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Projectiles 

 Basic functions 
 Activates toggling switches 

 Deforms most of the minion’s formations: everything except for the triangle 

 Collision Rules 
 The projectile will collide with any form of minion 

 When colliding into terrain / interactable objects it will destroy itself 

 When colliding into normal formation it will destroy itself 

 When colliding into tower, bridge, circle formations it will break the formation and destroy itself 

 When colliding into a triangle formation it will be reflected 

 When colliging ito a switch, it will toggle the switch’s status and destroy itself 

 Movement / toggling 
 It moves in a straight line 

 When colliding into a triangle formation it will be reflected and travel in a direction that is 

decided by the angle of incidence 

 Shape 
 Should be equal in length and height (sprite size) 

 Should be narrower than the width of a minion 

  

Comment [SP16]: If possible to use direction 
change animation, then don’t need to follow the 
size (09/27) 
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Projectile source 

 Basic functions 
 Produces projectiles baced on a constant timer 

 Can be toggled on / off 

 Collision Rules 
 Collides with minions only 

 Movement / toggling 
 Does not move 

 Shape 
 Should be larger than the projectile, close to the size of the minion 

 
 Should play an animation when it produces a projectile 

 Should indicate it’s on / off status 

 
 
 

  

Active           vs           Inactive 
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Collectible Ink Drops 

 Basic functions 
 Provides ink to proceed the level or to be used for the bonus challenge (which has no ink in it) 

 There are three types of ink drops 

 Each type of ink drop provides different amount of ink (1, 3, 5) 

 Collision Rules 
 Collides with minions only 

 Movement / toggling 
 Does not move 

 Becomes inactive / invisible when touched 

 The ink within a puzzle becomes active / visible when the player revives at the check point 

 Shape 
 Should be a square shape 

 The shape should represent something related to ink (droplets, splashes) 

 The size should be smaller than a minion (or close to it) 

 Need three different types of ink drops – represented by color or shape (or by other means, as 

long as they are noticably different from eachother)  

Comment [SP17]: Added this part since this 
object is needed for level designing (10/10) 

Comment [SP18]: The checkpoints only 
reactivate the ink drops within the same puzzle. 
This is done by creating different folders(empty 
objects) in Unity (10/10) 


